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SYNOPSIS:
Foreign Investment Companies Limited By Shares ("FICLBS") is one
of the most important recent innovations in the People's Republic of
China's ("China") foreign-invested enterprises law. Since January 10,
1995, China has authorized use of the FICLBS and, for the first time, it
more closely resembles major corporate organizations used by international
foreign investors.! So far over eighteen FICLBS have been approved for
operation through 1999, with combined actual foreign investment of USD
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1 See Provisional Regulations on Several Issues Concerning the Establishment of Foreign
Investment Companies Limited by Shares 2 China L. For Foreign Bus. - Bus. Reg. (CCH)
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1.2 billion.2 FICLBS has the potential to be the ideal organization for major
international investment in China after it joins the World Trade Organiza-
tion. The FICLBS can issue freely transferred or traded public stock both
inside and outside of China. FICLBS regulations encourape establishment
of technologically advanced production-type companies. Although the
statutes that regulate the FICLBS are entirely new to China's body of civil
law, they have similar characteristics to company laws of industrialized
countries. That is not to say such statutes would result in similar outcomes
in regulating the FICLBS compared to company laws of industrialized
countries that regulate their respective public stock companies. Our analy-
ses of the FICLBS reveal significant varying interpretations of particular
regulations by different Chinese agencies, due to its legal characterization
as a special kind of Foreign-Invested Enterprise with various novel catego-
ries of stock shares. FICLBS has genuine progressive features but they
need to be improved and refined to attract more foreign investors to use this
relatively new legal enterprise form.
I. CHINA'S ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT EXPERIENCE WITH ITS
FOREIGN INVESTMENT ORGANIZATIONS AND NEED FOR THE
NEW FICLBS
A. Development of Foreign Investment Enterprises in China
The People's Republic of China ("China") has achieved remarkable
success in opening its doors to international trade and encouraging foreign
investment in recent years. Since the government enacted its first statute
governing foreign investment in 1979,4 by the end of June 1998, China had
approved an aggregate of 314,533 Foreign-Invested Enterprises ("FIEs"),
contracting foreign investment of USD 545.4 billion, of which USD 242.3
billion had been paid up.5 There were 60,000 FIEs canceled or terminated
6
for a variety of reasons, so about 250,000 are now operating.
2 See Utilization of Foreign Capital Simplified Statistics of Foreign Investment in China
(1997, 1998, 1999), available at http://www.moftec.gov.cn (Aug. 17, 2000) [hereinafter
Utilization of Foreign Capital].
3 See Provisional Regulations on Several Issues, supra note 1, art. 4.
4 See Sino-Foreign Equity Joint Venture Law of the PRC, RENMIN RMAO PEOPLE'S
DAILY, July 1, 1979, at 1 (adopted by the Fifth National People's Congress of China on July
1, 1979). This law was revised by the National People's Congress on Apr. 4, 1990. See I
China L. For Foreign Bus. - Bus. Reg. (CCH) 6-550, at 7,801 (1993).
5 See Hu Zhaoqing, Spokesman for MOFTEC, A Steady Growth Continues - An Over-
view of China's Foreign Trade and Economic Cooperation in the First Half of 1998, avail-




Since the United States established diplomatic relations with China,7
U.S. investors have established many enterprises in China. By the end of
1997, the number of U.S. investment projects in China had reached 24,366
with contractual investment amounting to USD 40 billion and actually real-
ized investment of USD 5 billion.8 United States investment projects in
China cover the fields of machinery, metallurgy, telecommunications, pe-
troleum, chemical products, textiles, agriculture, pharmaceuticals, light in-
dustry, food and real estate as well as finance, foreign trade, insurance and
accounting sectors opened to foreign involvement on a pilot basis.9 Many
of these enterprises have enjoyed sound business performance and have ex-
panded with additional investment. 10
These FIEs include Sino-foreign equity joint ventures, Sino-foreign
contractual joint ventures, wholly foreign-owned enterprises, and the rela-
tively new FICLBS. This rapid influx of overseas investment capital to
China is the result not only of China being a vast and fast growing market
in the world, but also because of the various legal measures it has enacted to
promote international investment and trade. By permitting the FICLBS,
China has clearly shown its intention to accommodate U.S. and foreign in-
vestors by adapting its economic law to conform closer to their familiar le-
gal framework of business organizations, and offering more investment
options. However, since China has a very strong cultural and historical
background, and China is in the midway of economic reformation, the
FICLBS has certain "Chinese characteristics" that are crucially different
from its U.S. counterparts. The statutes that regulate the FICLBS are also
entirely new to China's body of civil law.
B. Need For New FICLBS To Accelerate Economic Development and
Attract More Sophisticated Major Foreign Investors.
Chinese laws, generally, authorize a company limited by shares with
total capital divided equally amongst shares of equivalent value to offset its
total assets against responsibility assumed for company debt." More re-
cently, the FICLBS refers to an enterprise with corporate status established
pursuant to the provisions of certain regulations; whose total capital is com-
posed of the equivalent value of stock, whose shareholders assume an
7 See Joint Communique on the Establishment of Diplomatic Relations between the




"1 See Company Law of the PRC, 2 China L. For Foreign Bus. - Bus. Reg. (CCH) 13-
518, art. 3, at 16,733 (1993) [hereinafter Company Law] (Company Law was adopted on
Dec. 29, 1993 by the 5th Session of the Standing Committee of the 8th National People's
Congress and entered into effect since Jan. 1, 1994).
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amount of liability equal to the amount of shares purchased which offsets
its total assets against responsibility assumed for company debts, and whose
company shares that are jointly held by Sino-foreign shareholders and
shares purchased and held by foreign shareholders constitute more than 25
percent of the company's registered capital.12
The legislative purpose of China for the FICLBS was to further expand
international economic and technological cooperation and exchange, intro-
duce foreign capital and promote the development of the socialist commod-
ity economy.13 However, there are some current practical reasons for China
to promote use of the FICLBS.
1. Allowing the FICLBS would increase China's competitive ability to
attract foreign investment. The Chinese government views the FICLBS as
a way to provide further incentives to absorb foreign capital. This is re-
flected in the fact that all FICLBS are increasingly used as necessary vehi-
cles for certain types of major foreign investment in China. During the
seventeen years of "opening door" policy to foreign investment and eco-
nomic reform before China officially allowed establishment of the FICLBS,
China generally set up a framework of market-oriented economics and
roughly established a set of legal systems to accommodate it. China had
also obtained some experience in allowing Sino-foreign equity joint ven-
tures, Sino-foreign contractual joint ventures, wholly foreign-owned enter-
prises, and domestic stock companies, as well as a few experimental
FICLBS in Shanghai and Shenzhen. 14 However, many international com-
panies with large economic resources to invest in mid-term and long-term
projects have the capabilities to issue stock inside and outside of China and
they would have a need to establish the FICLBS. China believes that the
present time is generally ripe to formally promote the FICLBS form to for-
eign investors.
2. Allowing the FICLBS is to respond to international competition by
other countries to attract foreign investment. More and more countries, es-
pecially many other developing Asian countries and areas, have success-
fully adopted some effective measures to attract scarce international
investment and to advance their economic development by increased for-
eign investment in their regions.' 5 After experiencing initial success at at-
tracting foreign investment, China was concerned that international
investment capital would go to other countries. Stock companies are gener-
ally used in the international investment community, hence China decided
to create the FICLBS to compete in an intensive international economic en-
12 See Provisional Regulations on Several Issues, supra note 1, art. 2.
13 See id. art. 1.
14 See The First China-Foreign Joint Venture in Guangdong Reorganized as A Stock
Company, THE CHINA PREss, Jan. 9, 1993, at 4.
15 See Huilian Du, The Future of China Absorbing Foreign Investment, 6 INT'L CON.
COOPERATION 10, 13 (1995).
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vironment. During the recent Southeast Asian financial crisis, it was impor-
tant for China to receive more investments in hard currencies, especially
because China did not devalue its Renminbi. Besides, China needed to an-
ticipate the United States' impending review of the Most Favored Nation
treatment status and thereby tried to improve the mutual relationship of bi-
lateral trade and economic cooperation, as well as the negotiations for
China to participate in the World Trade Organization.
3. Allowing the FICLBS would give investors more options than in
previous simple investment vehicles in China. FICLBS may issue publicly
owned stock to increase capital creation. There are no qualifications to
limit the number of shareholders. Anyone can become a shareholder by
purchasing stock whether for one share or a controlling amount of the
shares of a FICLBS. Both domestic and overseas investors may become the
promoters and a FICLBS may issue public stock both inside and outside of
China. Therefore, China can accommodate both small and large investment
from both domestic and overseas investors. FICLBS investors can buy,
sell, give, or receive any amount of shares both inside and outside of China,
and shareholders' liability remains limited only to the amount of shares
owned. Shareholders can make decisions based on their different capabili-
ties and interests. This is an important characteristic of stock companies
generally in most industrialized countries.
C. Recent Laws and Regulations Support Organization of FICLBS
An essential prerequisite to the establishment of the FICLBS in China
was a legal framework for both Chinese enterprises and foreign investors to
incorporate into entities that are based on a stock ownership system. China
enacted a series of laws and statutes relating to the FICLBS following the
first local regulation promulgated in Shenzhen, April 26, 1993.16 Promul-
gation of the Provisional Regulations on Several Issues by MOFTEC on
January 10, 1995,'17 made the FICLBS a reality in law and available to for-
eign investors in China. Nevertheless, the regulations by various govern-
ment bodies regarding the FICLBS are not systematic and are still largely
works-in-progress. The authorities in China have not yet clarified the finer
points of the new laws. Their underlying principles are scattered in the
various government regulations and have not yet been consolidated. For
example, the Company Law establishes the general rules governing the ba-
sic framework of all companies limited by shares, but it provides special
exceptions for various administrative authorities to rely on as they act to
build up a parallel foreign enterprises legislation system. 8 MOFTEC is the
16 See Rules of Shenzhen Special Economic Zone on Companies Limited by Shares, 1
China L. For Foreign Bus. - Special Zones & Cities (CCH) 73-035, at 23,814 (1995) (is-
sued on April 26, 1993 by the 5 h
M Session of the 1st Shenzhen Municipal People's Congress
and entered into effect on Oct. 1, 1993).
17 See Provisional Regulations on Several Issues, supra note 1.
18 See Company Law, supra note 11, art 18..
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general administrative authority over foreign investment in China.
MOFTEC promulgated general governing rules regarding the FICLBS,
such as the Provisional Regulations on Several Issues. The China Securi-
ties Regulatory Commission ("CSRC")is the administrative authority for
securities now. Earlier, both the State Council Security Commission and
CSRC separately promulgated a series of security regulations regarding
companies issuing their shares publicly inside of China and outside of
China for Renminbi shares and foreign currency shares. 19 Based on previ-
ous legislative history regarding other forms of FIEs, the Chinese govern-
ment will apply these separate administrative regulations for several years,
although sometimes ambiguous or conflicting, to gain practical experience.
Then, systematic legislation or higher level regulations or laws would be is-
sued by the State Council or by the People's Congress.
According to Chinese legal theory, the following principles are used to
resolve any conflicts between domestic regulations: (1) a law by the Peo-
ple's Congress supersedes a law by the State Council; (2) a law by the State
Council supersedes a regulation by a Ministry of the State Council; and (3)
a law by the State (central government) supersedes a law by a local munici-
pality. The laws and regulations include exceptions applicable to FIEs.
The current legal situation on the FICLBS is similar to the earlier de-
velopment period for implementing Sino-Foreign joint venture laws in
China. In fact, most successful foreign investment projects in China today
were actually established during the earlier development period and buried
their roots before the legislation become systematic and more restrictive.
This lag time for legislation is a "Chinese characteristic."
II. REQUIREMENTS TO ESTABLISH A FICLBS
A. Approaches Available To Organizers of FICLBS
The main requirements to establish the FICLBS are qualified share-
holders and a relatively large amount of capital. Two methods of establish-
ing the FICLBS are allowed in China. Promoters of a FICLBS follow the
same methods to establish domestic companies limited by shares, by using
19 See Detailed Rules for the Implementation of the Regulations of the State Council on
Foreign Capital Shares Listed in China by Companies Limited by Shares, 2 China L. For
Foreign Bus. - Bus. Reg. (CCH) 113-604, at 17, 631 (promulgated and took effect on May 3
1996 by SCSC); Special Provisions of the State Council Concerning Floating and Listing of
Shares Overseas by Companies Limited by Shares, 2 China L. For Foreign Bus. - Bus. Reg.
(CCH) 1 13-552, at 17,169 (1993) (promulgated Aug. 4, 1994 by the State Council); Provi-
sional Regulations Concerning the Administration of the Issue and Trading of Shares, 2
China L. For Foreign Bus. - Bus. Reg. (CCH) 1 13-574, at 17,371 (1993) (promulgated and
implemented on Apr. 22, 1993 by SCSC).
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either the "promoting method" or the "share float method., 20 The promot-
ing method requires promoters to purchase all of the shares issued by a
company for its establishment, and no shares are made available to any
party other than the promoters. 2' The share float method requires promoters
to purchase a portion of the shares issued by a company and the balance is
made available to the public for purchase.22
Promoters are the principal investing group responsible for the prepara-
tory work involved in establishing the stock company. Promoters' two
main functions are to organize the establishment of the company, and to act
as "deep pockets" in the event problems are encountered. Thus the pro-
moters of a company limited by shares assume the following financial re-
sponsibilities: (a) promoters must subscribe to their subscribed shares in
accordance with the provisions of the Company Law and shall undertake
the preparatory work for establishment of the company;24 (b) in the event
the company cannot be established, the promoters bear joint liability for all
of the debts and expenses incurred during the course of establishment;2 (c)
and the promoters bear joint liability for repayment of share subscription
funds and bank deposit interest amounts for the period to subscribers who
have already paid their share subscription moneys; 26 and (d) in the event of
the company incurring losses during the course of its establishment due to
mistake on the part of the promoters, the promoters must bear joint liability
for compensation to the company.27
There are several general requirements for promoters' qualifications in
establishing the FICLBS: (1) a foreign investment promoter can be either a
legal enterprise person, or a natural (individual) person; but a Chinese in-
vestment promoter may not be a natural (individual) person, and may only
be a legal enterprise person, for example, companies, enterprises or other
economic entities. 28 This requirement means that a Chinese party has to
meet a higher standard than a foreign party in establishing a FICLBS be-
cause an economic entity generally has more fiduciary and financial ability
than an individual presently in China; (2) at least five or more promoters are
required for the principal investing group. 29 This is to assure that the pro-
20 See Provisional Regulations on Several Issues, supra note 1, art. 5; see also Company
Law, supra note 11, art. 74.21 See Company Law, supra note 11, art. 74.
22 See id.
23 See Matthew D. Bersani, Privatization and the Creation of Stock Companies in China,
1993 COLUM. BUS. L. REV. 301 (1993).
24 See Company Law, supra note 11, art. 76.
25 See id. art. 97; see also Provisional Regulations on Several Issues, supra note 1, art. 13.
26 See Company Law, supra note 11, art. 97.
27 See id.
28 See id. art. 1.
29 See id. art. 75.
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moters of the FICLBS will not be too few and serves to spread the financial
risk; (3) at least one of the promoters must have their domicile within the
territory of China.30 This is to assure the FICLBS has a foundation of Chi-
nese legal person status; (4) if a FICLBS is established through the promo-
tional method, at least one of the promoters should be a foreign shareholder,
in addition to complying with the above conditions. 31 This requirement
conforms with the legal nature of a FICLBS as one kind of FIE subject to
the specific regulations only for FIEs in China; (5) if a FICLBS is estab-
lished through the share float method, at least one of the promoters shall
have profit records for each of the three successive years prior to the share
float, besides complying with the preceding conditions.32 If the promoter is
a Chinese shareholder, the promoter shall provide its financial and account-
ing report for the recent three years, which has been audited by a Chinese
certificate public accountant, if the promoter is a foreign shareholder, the
promoter shall provide its financial report which has been audited by a cer-
tified public accountant at the location where the foreign shareholder is
resident.33
There is a special requirement that promoters should know early. A
promoter cannot transfer its own shares until the FICLBS has existed for
three years. After that, any promoter may transfer the shares, but the pre-
requisite is that their shares to be transferred must be approved by the origi-
nal authorized organ of government.3
B. Capital Requirements for a FICLBS
There are strict requirements for the registered capital amount to or-
ganize the FICLBS. The registered capital of a FICLBS is the total amount
of paid-up share capital registered by the company with the company regis-
tration authority of the Chinese government. The total amount of shares is
owned by both the promoters and the public.
The minimum amount of total registered capital required for a FICLBS
is Renminbi 30 million yuan (approximately USD 3.63 million).3 6 A mini-
mum of 25 percent of outstanding shares must be purchased and held by
foreign shareholder(s).37 The minimum amount of total registered capital
requirement is intended to ensure that the scope of a FICLBS operation will
not be so small that shareholders will take too much financial risk, and the
30 See id.
31 See Provisional Regulations on Several Issues, supra note 1, art. 6.
3 2 See id.
33 See id.
34 See id. art. 8.
35 See id. art. 7; see also Company Law, supra note 11, art. 78.
36 The exchange rate for Renminbi on August 18, 2000 was $100 = 827.97 Renminbi.
See Currency Trading Exchange Rate, WALL ST., J., Aug. 21, 2000, at C 16.
37 See Provisional Regulations on Several Issues, supra note 1, art. 7.
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minimum amount of foreign shares is to ensure that the company's foreign
ownership exceeds 25 percent to enable the company to qualify as a FIE for
receiving beneficial tax and other favorable treatments specifically granted
to the FIEs under Chinese law.
There are also specific capitalization provisions for the establishment
of a FICLBS. Promoters may contribute capital by using currency and also
by using capitalized physical goods, industrial property rights, technology
with non-patent rights, or land use rights.38 Capitalized physical goods, in-
dustrial property rights, technology with non-patented rights, or land use
rights contributed as capital must be evaluated, verified and converted into
shares. Such capitalized contributions shall not be over or under valued.
The value of capital contributed through capitalization of industrial property
rights and technology with non-patented rights shall not be permitted to ex-
ceed 20 percent of the registered capital of a company limited by shares.3 9
C. FICLBS Business Only In Authorized Subjects or Industries
The establishment of a FICLBS shall be in conformity with relevant
State-stipulated provisions on national industrial policy for FIEs because a
FICLBS is one form of FIE.4 FICLBS also must have limited operation
time periods for "restricted Sino-foreign joint operated projects 'Al when
jointly established by Sino-foreign shareholders.
The State Council published an amended Guideline Catalogue of For-
eign Investment Industries ("Amended Guideline") on December 29, 1997,
which became effective on January 1, 1998.42 It covers 329 industry sec-
tors, and includes 440 different products, types of technologies, and ser-
vices. The industries which are currently being encouraged include:
technology related to agriculture; power engineering; transportation; tech-
nology related to environmental protection; telecommunications; petroleum
exploration and petroleum products; electronics; pharmaceuticals; medical
technology and equipment; aviation; and satellite launch services. 43
III. ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES TO ORGANIZE A FICLBS
Incorporating a FICLBS involves not only general stock limited liabil-
ity company's laws, but also separate and additional FIE laws. Thus, the
process of incorporating a FICLBS is more complicated than incorporating
38 See Company Lawv, supra note 11, art. 80.
39 See id.40 See Provisional Regulations on Several Issues, supra note 1, art. 3.
41 Provisional Regulations on Guiding Foreign Investment, 2 China L. For Foreign Bus. -
Bus. Reg. (CCH) 13-420, art. 9(1), at 16,482 (1993)(promulgated by State Planning Com-
mission, on Jun. 27, 1995).42 See 2 China L. For Foreign Bus. - Bus. Reg. (CCH) 13-430, at 16,495 (1993).
43See id.
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in any U.S. state. It is also different from incorporating Chinese domicile
companies. The main procedures for establishing a FICLBS are as follows.
A. Preliminary Agreement of Promoters
Before submitting an application to the government, the promoters
should first make a FICLBS establishment preliminary agreement by nego-
tiation.44 The agreement normally will include the following: the promot-
ers' names, addresses, legal representatives, nationalities, and occupations;
the company's principals and scope of operation; the company's method of
establishing its management; the company's registered capital, amount of
issuing shares and type of shares; amount, type and time limit of shares
purchased by the promoters; the promoters' rights, obligations and respon-
sibilities in the event of their breach; the provisions for dispute resolution;
the statement of controlling law and jurisdiction; the agreement expiration
and alternation; the signatures, date and place where the establishing
agreement was entered; as well as other necessary written items.45
After this preliminary agreement, the promoters should issue the estab-
lishment feasibility study reports and the asset valuation reports to be at-
tached to the application. Under the share float method of establishment,
the applicant should also submit the "Instruction of Raising Funds By
Shares," which shall be approved preliminarily by the security and stock
department of the State.46
B. Application Procedures
After the promoters have reached agreement on the establishment of a
FICLBS, one promoter may be entrusted to handle the application proce-
dure for the establishment of the company.47 The application to establish
the company, a feasibility study report, asset valuation reports and the other
documents are submitted to the enterprise administration department of the
Chinese government. The proper department may be at the level of a prov-
ince, autonomous region, municipality directly under the central govern-
ment, or municipality subject to independent planning by the Chinese
government where the company will be located. 4" The other documents, in-
cluding the preliminary agreement of the promoters, shall be explained
here.
4See Provisional Regulations on Several Issues, supra note 1, art. 9, at 16,333, the sub-
sentence of"[a]fter promoters have reached agreement on the establishment of a company,"
indirectly demands a preliminary agreement for establishing a FICLBS.
45 See id. art. 12.
46 See Company Law, supra note 11, art. 84.
47 See Provisional Regulations on Several Issues, supra note 1, art. 9.
48 See id. art. 9(1).
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The above mentioned documents shall, after examination and approval
by the enterprise administration department, be directly transferred to the
department of foreign trade and economic cooperation administration of the
Chinese government at the level of a province, autonomous region, munici-
pality directly under the central government, or municipality subject to in-
dependent planning where the company will be located.49 After the above
documents have been examined and approved by the department of foreign
trade and economic cooperation administration, the promoters shall offi-
cially conclude and sign the agreement and the articles of association for the
establishment of the company.50 The application and required documents
should be submitted to MOFTEC for final examination and approval.
MOFTEC shall make a decision within 45 days.51
C. Capital Funding
After the agreement and the articles of association for establishment of
the company have been approved by MOFTEC, the promoters shall open a
special account with a bank within 30 days by presenting the certificate of
approval issued by MOFTEC. The promoters shall subscribe for their re-
spective shares in full in one lump sum within 90 days of the date of issue
of the certificate of approval 2
D. Setting Up the Organization
If a company is established through the "promoting method" of estab-
lishment, after the promoters have subscribed for their respective shares in
full, a board of directors and a supervisory committee shall be elected.53 If
a company is established through the "share float method," after payment of
the share funds has been settled in full, verification must be made by an of-
ficial capital verification authority and a capital verification certificate shall
be issued. The promoters shall convene a founding meeting within 30 days
and a board of directors and a supervisory committee shall be elected.54
E. License Registration
Under the promoting method of establishment, the board of directors
shall submit the documents of approval for the establishment of the com-
pany, the company articles of association and capital verification certifi-
cates and other documents to the company registration authority to apply
41 See id. art. 9(2).
' See id.
51 See id. art 9(3).
52 See id. art. 13.
" See id. art. 14.
54 See id.
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for registration of its establishment.55 Under the share float method of es-
tablishment, the board of directors shall submit additional minutes of the
founding meeting to the authorized registered state organ to apply for regis-
tration of its establishment within 30 days of the end of the founding meet-
ing.
56
The administrations for industry and commerce are the FIE companies'
(including FICLBS) registration authorities.57 They must complete the pro-
cedures for entry onto the register and shall issue a Business License to the
company within 30 days of receipt of all registration documents.5 8 After re-
ceiving its Business License, the FICLBS is officially established and quali-
fied as an enterprise legal entity of the People's Republic of China.5 9 The
date on which the Business License of the company is issued shall be the
date of the establishment of the FICLBS. After the company has been es-
tablished, a public announcement shall be madei 0
F. Securities.
A FICLBS which is established through the share float method of es-
tablishment shall additionally file a report on the share float to the securities
management department of the State Council for its record. 61 The public is-
sue of shares must comply with the conditions contained in the provisions
of Company Law, and must be reported to the securities supervision and
administration body of the State Council for ratification.62 The issuer must
submit to the securities supervision and administration body all application
forms required by Company Law, and all relevant documentation required
by the securities supervision and administration body.63
55 See id.
5 See id.
57 See Administrative Rules of PRC governing the Registration of Companies, 2 China L.
For Foreign Bus. - Bus. Reg. (CC) 13-568(6), art. 4, at 17,313 (1994) [hereinafter Rules
of Registration] (promulgated by the State Council on Jun. 24, 1994).
58 See Company Law, supra note 11, art. 95.
59 See Rules of Registration, supra note 57, art 3.
60 See Company Law, supra note 11, art. 95.
61 See id.
62 See Securities Laws of the People's Republic of China, 1 China L. For Foreign Bus. -
Bus. Reg. (CCH) 8-699, art 11, at 10,765 [hereinafter Securities Law] (adopted on Dec. 29,
1998 by the 6 Session of the Standing Committee of the 9"' National People's Congress and




IV. RESTRUCTURING EXISTING FOREIGN INVESTED
ENTERPRISES INTO NEW FICLBS
New FICLBS can be organized by converting some existing companies
in China.64 According to the promulgated regulations, generally, the new
FICLBS must assume all of the liabilities of the original enterprise and the
original enterprise automatically terminates after the new FICLBS is estab-
lished.65 The new FICLBS may be able to retain previous privileges and
identifications, for example, business name, trademark, principal office, etc.
There are certain specific requirements in the regulations for existing enter-
prises that are to be transformed into a FICLBS.
A. Transforming Existing FIEs Into FICLBS
A new FICLBS may be organized by transforming other kinds of
existing FIEs including Sino-foreign equity joint ventures, Sino-foreign
contractual joint ventures, and wholly foreign-owned enterprises. If any of
these established FIEs makes an application to transform into a FICLBS, it
must additionally have kept records showing profits for the last three suc-
66cessive years.
Procedurally, the agreement and articles of association for the estab-
lishment of a FICLBS shall be signed by investors of the original FIE, act-
ing as the FICLBS promoters (or in conjunction with other promoters), and
submitted to the examining and approving authority at the location of the
original FIE for preliminary examination. After the above documents have
been examined and approved by the local foreign trade and economic coop-
eration administrative authority, the documents shall then be transferred to
MOFTEC for final examination and approval.67
The following documents shall be submitted when applying for trans-
formation into a FICLBS: (1) contracts and articles of association of the
original FIE; (2) a resolution of the board of directors of the original FIE
concerning the reorganization of the enterprise; (3) a resolution of the in-
vestors of the original FIE on the termination of the original contracts and
articles of association; (4) a capital verification report on the original FIE;
(5) the promoters' agreement ("promoters" to include but not to be limited
to investors of the original FIE); (6) the company's articles of association;
(7) the business license and certificate of approval of the original FIE and a
financial report for the last three successive years; (8) an application of the
establishment of a FICLBS by transformation; (9) the proofs of credit-
worthiness for the various promoters; (10) a feasibility study report.
68
6 See Provisional Regulations on Several Issues, supra note 1, art. 15.65 See id. arts. 17, 18 & 20; see also Company Law, supra note 11, art. 100.
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B. Transforming Existing Domestic Enterprises Into FICLBS
New FICLBS may be organized from existing domestic state or collec-
tive owned enterprises. Most Chinese domestic enterprises are state or col-
lectively owned enterprises at the present time. There are several additional
requirements for a domestic state or collective enterprise, which wants to be
transformed into a FICLBS: (1) The existing enterprise must have been op-
erating its business for a minimum of 5 years and kept profitable records for
the last 3 successive years; (2) the foreign shareholder(s) must have bought
and held 25 percent or more shares of the existing enterprise's registered
capital with freely convertible foreign currency; (3) the scope of business
operation of the existing enterprise must be in conformity with the indus-
trial policies for FIEs.69
There are two exceptions for an existing state-owned enterprise to be a
promoter of the newly organized FICLBS. (1) When a state-owned enter-
prise is restructured as a FICLBS, fewer than 3 promoters are allowed, and
the promoter(s) shall only use the share float method of establishment. 70 (2)
The existing state-owned enterprise, which is applying to be converted into
a FICLBS as a promoter must obtain priority approval from the Bureau of
National Administration of State Property because the application involves
the change of the registration of state-owned assets.'
New FICLBS may be organized from existing domestic companies
limited by shares. A domestic stock company which wants to be trans-
formed into a new FICLBS must conform to the following requirements:
(1) the existing FICLBS has been established with the official approval of
the State; (2) the foreign shareholder(s) must have bought and held 25 per-
cent or more shares of the transformed enterprise's registered capital with
freely convertible foreign currency; (3) the scope of business operation of
the new FICLBS must be in conformity with the industrial policies for
FIEs.72
There are three methods for existing Chinese domestic companies lim-
ited by shares to be transformed into new FICLBS: (1) a new FICLBS may
result from issuing special Renminbi-denominated shares (B shares) to the
public by the existing company limited by shares;3 (2) a new FICLBS may
result from increasing or expanding the proportion of shares of its foreign
capital, or assigning Chinese shares to foreign shareholders by the existing
company limited by shares; 74 (3) a new FICLBS may result from issuing
overseas listed foreign capital shares in stock markets outside of China (in-
69 See id. art. 18.
70 See Company Law, supra note 11, art. 75.
71 See id. art. 84.
72 See Provisional Regulations on Several Issues, supra note 1, art. 20.
73 See id. art. 21.
74See id. art. 22.
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cluding but not limited to H type and N type), by the existing company lim-
ited by shares. An additional requirement for these kinds of transforma-
tions is that the reorganized domestic companies limited by shares must
provide the related documents to the securities administration department
for examination and must obtain a preliminary approval.75
C. Summary of Omitting Certain Procedures For Transformation
The initial organization of a FICLBS must follow certain procedures,
whereas the reorganization and transformation of an existing enterprise into
a new FICLBS may omit these procedures: (1) for approval, the existing en-
terprise does not need the initial approval by the authorized enterprises'
administration to apply for its transformation into a new FICLBS; (2) for
registered capital, the original enterprise's assets may be directly used as
part or full payment to purchase certain amount of the shares in the new
FICLBS; (3) for management, the original management team can be used
but the team must be approved by the board of directors of the new FICLBS
and must be registered again; (4) for documents, the promoters can directly
change the documents of the original enterprise into the documents for the
new FICLBS but the valid date of these documents is the date of issuing of
the new business license for the new FICLBS.
V. COMPARISON OF FICLBS WITH U.S. BUSINESS
ORGANIZATIONS
A. Comparison of Definitions for Chinese and U.S. Organizations
1. A practical understanding of the definition of the FICLBS in the
context of U.S. law and Chinese legislation is difficult due to confusing
terminology. The form of the FICLBS has been described by different
names in English: "company limited by shares, 76 "stock enterprises with
foreign investment "' "joint stock company,"78 "stock company with for-
eign investment., 7  Companies limited by shares in China are designed
specifically for large investment or raising capital from public investors in-
cluding international investors, whereas American corporations may issue
shares of stock with limited liability for any amount of capital to anybody.
The basic structure of the FICLBS is similar to American "public (stock)
75 See id. art. 23.
76 see id.
77 See Utilization of Foreign Capital, supra note 2.
78 See Daniel I. Brink & Xiao Lin Li, A Legal and Practical Overview of Direct Invest-
ment and Joint Ventures in the "New" China, 28 J. MARSHALL L. Rlv. 567, 587 (1995).
79 See Bersani, supra note 23, at 321.
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corporations" but with some extra limitations in certain circumstances.
80
Although Chinese and foreign investors jointly own shares of the same
capital stock in the FICLBS, it provides limited liability for its shareholders,
compared to the American "Joint Stock Companies," which are an unincor-
porated association (under the U.S. law) being unincorporated, the owners
of the joint stock company do not enjoy the limited liabilities that share-
holders of a corporation do, since they are very often treated in a manner
similar to partners."'" Therefore, the FICLBS should be defined as a lim-
ited liability company rather than a "joint stock company."
B. FICLBS Ownership Subject To Restrictions
American corporations may be used for private, public or complete
foreign ownership. The FICLBS phrase "Foreign Investment Companies
Limited By Shares" was literally translated into English from its original
meaning in Chinese. Therefore, logically, FICLBS should include not only
Sino-foreign joint companies limited by shares but also wholly-foreign-
owned companies limited by shares in China because by definition they
have more than the minimum required 25% of foreign investment capital.
In addition, Article 19 of the Detailed Rules for the Implementation of
Wholly Foreign-owned Enterprises expressly states that a wholly foreign-
owned enterprise can be established either in the form of a limited liability
company or the form of other limited liability structures.82 Nevertheless,
the FICLBS was intentionally structured to require at least one foreign
shareholder to establish the stock company with at least one domestic
shareholder.83 Because of this required structure, wholly foreign-owned
FICLBS have not yet been allowed to be established in China.
C. Chinese Capital Stocks Differ From U.S. Capital Stocks
Shares of capital stock for the FICLBS in China have different catego-
ries compared to capital stock in American corporations. U.S. companies
normally issue common or preferred shares and their classes are voting and
sometimes non-voting. The equity securities of Chinese stock companies
including the FICLBS are by regulation available in three categories that
define stockholder status according to Company Law: (a) "Name" shares
are issued by companies to a certain promoter, an organization authorized
by the state to make investments, or a legal person, and the shares are regis-
8o See Alfred F. Conard, Business Enterprises in NTRoDuCTIoN To THE LAW OF THE
UNrED STATES 310 (David S. Clark et al. eds., 1992).81 See Joseph Jude Norton, REGULATION OF Busnsss ENTERPRISES IN THE U.S.A. 1-13
(1985).
8 Detailed Rules for the Implementation of Wholly Foreign-owned Enterprises, 2 China
L. For Foreign Bus. - Bus. Reg. (CCH) 13-507, at 16,669 (Dec. 12, 1990).




tered and bear the name of the party," (b) "Nameless" shares are normally
issued to the public and may be without the holder's name (shares issued to
86the public may be also registered shares), 85 and (c) Other types of shares.
Sales.and exchanges of capital stocks, including those of the FICLBS,
by Chinese stock exchanges requires them to assign different classifications
to such equity securities. These classifications are not used by American
stock exchanges. China has officially set up its own over the counter stock
trading system and two stock exchanges, the Shenzhen 87 and the Shang-
hai;88 meanwhile, some Chinese companies have been also listed on foreign
stock exchanges. 89 Both Chinese security law and stock exchanges, desig-
nate all shares of equity securities as being one of three authorized kinds:
(a) "A" shares, which are registered shares issued by enterprises established
in China.90 These shares can only be owned or traded by Chinese citizens
on domestic stock markets and denominated, sold and purchased in Ren-
minbi; (b) "B" shares, which are registered shares offered inside China but
exclusively to foreign investors. 9' They are denominated in Renminbi but
are subscribed for and traded in foreign currency; (c) " shares (Hong
Kong), "N" shares (New York), or other special stocks, which are issued
and traded exclusively on overseas stock markets by companies incorpo-
rated in China. 92 The Provisional Regulations on Several Issues applies the
above classifications to the FICLBS transformed from existing domestic
stock companies. 93
In summary, the Chinese capital stock system has (1) three categories
that define stockholder status as "Name," "Nameless" and "Other," and (2)
classifications for sale and exchange of "A" shares to the state, legal person,
and individual; "B" shares for hard currencies; "H" shares distributed in
84 Company Law, supra note 11, art. 133.
8'd. art. 134.
861d. art. 135.
87 See Provisional Measures of Shenzhen Municipality on Share Issuing and Trading, 1
China L. For Foreign Bus. - Special Zone and Cities (CCH) 71-160, at 31,663 (1991).88 See Administrative Measures of Shanghai Municipality Governing Securities Trading,
Chapter V - Stock Exchange, 2 China L. For Foreign Bus. - Special Zone and Cities (CCH)
92-120, at 197,271 (1990).
89 Brilliance China Automotive Holdings was the first PRC's company to list on the New
York Stock Exchange. See Bumpy Road For Car Groups, FIN. Tnvms, Nov. 18, 1993, Sec-
tion III, at IX. Merrill Lynch & Co. has been named lead underwriter for a Chinese com-
pany for listing in Hong Kong and China. See Merrill Lynch Named.As Lead Underwriter
For Chinese Offering, WALL ST. J., Jan. 11, 1993, at A7C.
90 See Securities and Future Regulations, Issuing of Securities, China Bus. Law Guide
(CCH) 38-345 at 38,221 (1999).
9' See id.
92 See id.
93 See Provisional Regulations on Several Issues, supra note 1, arts. 21,23.
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Hong Kong; "N" shares distributed in New York; and special symbols for
shares distributed in other overseas stock markets.
VI. FICLBS PRESENTLY UNRESOLVED ISSUES NEED CAREFUL
CONSIDERATION BY U.S. AND OTHER INTERNATIONAL
INVESTORS
A. Potential Conflicts In Chinese Laws and Regulations On FICLBS
All FICLBS are subject to the foregoing complicated requirements for
capital stock. The requirements could be changed in the future possibly re-
sulting in even more confusing regulations. For example, the Company
Law has been adopted by the highest legislature authority, People's Con-
gress, and it applies to companies limited by shares.94 However, the Com-
pany Law also provides that the State Council may formulate separate
regulations governing the issue of types of shares, which are not covered by
this law.95 The Provisional Regulations on Several Issues is the present ex-
ecutive regulation regarding establishment of the FICLBS adopted by the
authorized department of State council. Moreover, the Provisional Regula-
tions on Several Issues requires other company matters not specifically
stipulated in these Provisional Regulations shall be handled in accordance
with "the Company Law... and relevant regulations. 96
Significantly, the Securities Laws of the People's Republic of China
("Securities Law") was adopted on December 29, 1998 by the 6th Session
of the Standing Committee of the 9th National People's Congress and has
come into force on July 1, 1999 after more than five years of debate and
consultation.97 The fledgling securities industry of China has operated in
the absence of a complete and standardized legislative framework over the
past eight years.9" The Securities Law is China's first national legislation to
address all securities-related issues and preparations for compliance with
the law. This development provides a better protection for both Chinese
domestic and overseas investors. However, the Securities Law does not ad-
dress the classifications of various Chinese securities. It does not address
overseas listings by Chinese companies including the FICLBS that has the
status of a Chinese legal person. It also does not address "B" share activity,
which involves shares, denominated in foreign currency for foreign inves-
tors. Securities that are not covered by the Security Law are to be governed
by the "provisions of the Company Law and other laws and administrative
94 See Company Law, supra note 11, chs. III & IV.
95 See id. art. 135.
96 See Provisional Regulations on Several Issues, supra note 1, art. 25.
97 See Security Laws of the People's Republic of China, supra note 62.




regulations" instead.99 The CSRC is to be responsible for the "centralized
and unified" national supervision and administration of all securities mar-
kets and activities throughout China.1' 'Vith respect to the supply of
shares in Chinese companies to foreign persons and foreign organizations
for subscription and trading in foreign currency, specific measures should
be separately implemented by the State Council."1  Therefore, the securi-
ties issues with respect to the FICLBS are still developing.
B. High Capital Requirement for FICLBS May Discourage Foreign
Investment
By U.S. standards, the requirements for the promoters and capitaliza-
tion of the FICLBS are quite high. Foreigners might wonder why these
minimum standards have been established at such high levels in China.
One way to understand this legislation is that they are apparently designed
to protect investors in these kinds of public fund raising companies. They
apply not only to public investors, but also non-public investors. Under
Chinese legislative context, the stability and safety of national economic
order is China's highest priority in the reforming period. When they could
not be sure whether something would work, they make higher safety re-
quirements under the present circumstance to avoid social or economic dis-
order. This is a so-called "Chinese characteristic." Meanwhile, these
considerations also take into account China's situation whereby "complete
privatization of stock ownership in China is not likely for the foreseeable
future, foreign and domestic Chinese investors in new companies will need
enhanced guarantees of fiduciary accountability so that enterprises in which
they choose to invest will continue toward profitability."' That is why
"many of whom (Chinese public investors) believe that the stocks present a
risk free investment because 'the authorities would never let a company
fail.',103
C. Foreign Investors Should Analyze Advantages in Using FICLBS
Compared To Other Foreign Invested Enterprise Organizations
If we assume that a U.S. investor could hold the same percentage inter-
est in each entity, which investment vehicle would be better-a Sino-
foreign joint venture or a FICLBS? The answer depends largely on the per-
sonal needs of the investor and balancing of advantages and disadvantages.
99 See Securities Law, supra note 62, art 2.
10. See id. art. 7.
101 Id. art. 213.
102 Michael IM Nikkel, "Chinese Characteristics" in Corporate Clothing: Questions of
Fiduciary Duty in China's Company Law, 80 MrIN. L. REv. 503, 54 (1995).
103 Reforming the State-Enterprise Property Relationship in PRC: The Corporatization of
State-Owned Enterprises, 16 MCH. J. INT'L L. 911, 935 (1995).
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There are a few principal advantages for overseas investors to purchase
shares of a FICLBS. First, a FICLBS may quickly raise large amounts of
capital for establishing a new project or increasing the scope of an existing
operation. Promoters are required to invest a large amount of initial in-
vestment, which is the basic fund of the company. The minimum amount
of registered capital required for a FICLBS is Renmibi 30 million yuan.
The most important part of capitalization is authorization to issue shares of
stocks publicly inside and outside of China and raise unlimited investment
funds. However, this is impossible for a Sino-foreign joint venture where
all available capital only comes from the owner's initial investing. This dis-
tinction creates a significant advantage to invest in a FICLBS because rais-
ing public funds can be a powerful tool for increasing the company's capital
power.
Second, investors of a FICLBS have freedom to purchase or sell their
shares of stock for their benefit. There are few restrictions on the transfer-
ring the stock of a FICLBS. Investors can purchase the shares when they
want to invest for benefit, or they can sell the shares when they predict they
will lose their interest. 1°4 However, an investor of the Sino-foreign joint
venture can't transfer the investment in that joint venture without all parties
approving the transferring of an interest.105 The added liquidity of shares of
a stock company thus creates another advantage to investing in a FICLBS.
Third, employees may become employee-owners if they want to invest
in their employer's FICLBS. The investing management and workers can
participate in equity ownership of a FICLBS. In fact, motivating employees
to improve their company was the initial purpose for which the Chinese
government began to adopt this form of stock companies in China. That is
why a large majority of state enterprises that have been reorganized as stock
companies in China are "internal" stock companies-companies whose
shares are held entirely by the state and by the management and workers of
the enterprise.' °6 Even in the listed stock companies, the employees have
been given priority right to purchase certain amounts of the issuing shares
of the companies. However, this is very difficult in a Sino-foreign joint
venture because assigning all or part of ones own investment to a third party
must be agreed to by all present owners, and approval from the administra-
tive governmental authority is required.
1 7
Fourth, public shareholders in all FICLBS have greater protection
against inadequate financing and management. The high fiduciary stan-
dards are set forth by numerous statutory legislation provisions. These pro-
104 See Company Law, supra note 11, art. 143.
105 See Sino-Foreign Equity Joint Venture Law of the PRC, supra note 4, art. 4.
106 There are about 3,700 stock companies in China, only 69 of which are listed compa-
nies. The remainders are "internal" stock companies. See More State Firms Liable for Prof-
its and Losses, CHnADAILY, Aug. 12, 1993, at 1.
107 See Sino-Foreign Equity Joint Venture Law of the PRC, supra note 4, art. 4.
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visions require the FICLBS to satisfy certain standards in promoters' re-
sponsibilities and capitalization requirements. For example, "at least five or
more promoters are required for the principal investing group;2 108 "at least
one of the promoters shall have profit records for each of the three succes-
sive years prior to the share float if establishing through the share float
method;"' 9 "the minimum amount of total registered capital required is
Renmibi 30 million Yuan.""0 On the other hand, the standards of capitali-
zation for investors of Sino-foreign joint ventures are extremely simple and
lower. Anyone who has money to invest can establish a joint venture with
others and the joint venture may also be dissolved easily.
Fifth, management of a FICLBS is chosen and controlled by majority
shareholders. Investors of a FICLBS can control their investments through
participation in management or policy decisions by purchasing and holding
the majority shares. From a control perspective, the board of directors of a
stock company is selected by a majority vote of the shareholders, so a
shareholder who owns more than 50 percent of the common stock would in
theory have total control over the board's composition. This majority
shareholder has the right to elect more than 50 percent of the directors, to
appoint all managers, and to dismiss all of the directors and managers."' In
a joint venture, however, the parties generally negotiate an allocation of the
board seats, and the board chairman and vice chairman positions are nor-
mally split between the foreign and Chinese parties.
1 2
Moreover, the process by which major issues are decided in a FICLBS
is preferable from a majority-shareholder's viewpoint. Two-thirds of a
company's shareholders' votes are required to approve major activities in-
cluding merger, separation, termination, and modification of the articles of
association; and more than half of a company's shareholders' votes are re-
quired to approve the choice for chairman of the board and decisions of the
board of directors." 3 A group of shareholders representing a small percent-
age interest in the company cannot hold up the larger group. However, in a
Sino-foreign joint venture major issues must be decided by unanimous vote
of the board of directors 14 The members of the board of directors are very
often divided into one side as foreign investors and the other side as Chi-
nese investors. If even one director in the joint venture opposes a particular
action, a deadlock can arise.
Also, investors of a FICLBS can choose whether they take part in de-
ciding company policy and management depending on their interest or time,
log Company Law, supra note 11, art. 75.
109 Provisional Regulations on Several Issues, supra note 1, art. 6.
"1
0 Id. art7.
11 See Company Law, supra note 11, chs. II & III.
"2 See Sino-Foreign Equity Joint Venture Law of the PRC, supra note 4, art. 6.
'
1 3 See Company Law, supra note 11, arts. 105, 106, 113, 117.
4 See Sino-Foreign Equity Joint Venture Law of the PRC, supra note 4, art. 6.
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but investors in Sino-foreign joint ventures are obligated to participate in
decision making and management. Furthermore, the shareholders of a
FICLBS may enter into an agreement specifying the rights of each party to
nominate a certain number of directors, but not in a joint venture.
D. Foreign Investors May See Some Disadvantages in FICLBS
There are several major disadvantages for a foreign investor purchas-
ing shares in a FICLBS. First, the framework of the emerging Chinese se-
curity system may present an obstacle to an investor's interest in the
FICLBS. As discussed above, the various strange classifications of stock
systems conflict with each other and conflict with overseas stock markets.
Therefore, overseas investors have to consider the Chinese practical mean-
ing of "stock shares" of FICLBS and guard against potential legal conflicts.
In the Sino-foreign joint ventures context, however, simple contractual
structures of joint ventures are not difficult for investors to understand and
play with. When there are conflicts of law, the Sino-foreign equity joint
ventures laws supersede others.!15 In this respect, Sino-foreign joint ven-
tures are more attractive than the FICLBS to U.S. investors.
Second, establishing the FICLBS is a new development in China, and
the relevant regulations will very likely undergo some substantial refine-
ments in the near future. The procedures for establishing FICLBS are
therefore not as familiar to foreign investors and are also more complicated
than those required for establishment of a Sino-foreign joint venture. Also,
the more complicated examinations and approvals by authorized depart-
ments of government for FICLBS may also be disliked.
116
Third, there will be conflicts in the laws created to control and regulate
the FICLBS. The Company law adopted by the highest level legislative au-
thority, the People's Congress, allows the State Council to formulate sepa-
rate regulations governing the issue of shares which are not covered by that
law. The authorized relevant departments of the State Council have
adopted several executive provisional regulations regarding establishment
of FICLBS, including the Provisional Regulations on Several Issues.
Hence, we may understand that FICLBS will be subject to these laws and
regulations. Because of this, there will be problems for the investors when
the laws conflict, for example, like conflicts of various stock classifications.
Practically, in the case of conflicts, investors can follow the executive regu-
lations according to precedents. In legal theory, however, a provisional
regulation of the State cannot supersede a law of the People's Congress.
115 See Company Law, supra note 11, art. 18.
1
6 There are extra approval requirements from the securities management department of
the State council. See id. arts. 84, 85, 86, 95, 131, 135, 139.
117See id. art. 135.
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By comparison, the legislation of Sino-foreign joint ventures are "ripe"
parallel law systems because almost all of them are controlling absent spe-
cific provisions in other major company laws and related regulations. "If
the provisions of relevant laws concerning Sino-foreign joint equity enter-
prises, Sino-foreign cooperative enterprises and Sino-foreign investment
enterprises stipulate otherwise, such provisions shall apply."'
E. Promoters of FICLBS Face Special Issues
Who is the promoter when an existing FIE is transformed to a
FICLBS? Normally, the one initially providing the capital for the FICLBS
will become the promoter. This is a general rule in both the U.S. and
China. So an existing enterprise that elects to be transformed into a
FICLBS ought to be the sole promoter for the transaction. However, this is
not the case when a Chinese FIE is transformed into a FICLBS. The reason
is that the original FIE will be dissolved and replaced by the FICLBS on a
certain date according to their contractual agreement for the transformation.
Since an existing FIE ceases to exist on an agreed date of transformation it
could not be the promoter required to organize a new FICLBS when estab-
lished. Therefore, only the investors of the original enterprises can be the
promoters of the FICLBS rather than the original enterprises." 9
Who will take over the rights and obligations of original FIEs? The
rights and obligations of original FIEs are different from the rights and ob-
ligations of the FICLBS since each of them is created under different laws.
These rights include creditors' and debtors' rights that continue to exist
when the original FIEs are transformed into FICLBS. Chinese law requires
that all of the old rights and obligations must still be taken over by the new
FICLBS. 120 The method is that all of the rights and obligations of previous
contract and articles of association are required to be written into establish-
ing agreement and articles of association by the FICLBS, which it will as-
sume when the new FICLBS takes over the original enterprise's assets,
rights and obligations.1
21
How does one calculate the capital of the original FIEs to the stock
shares of the new FICLBS? When a FIE is approved for transformation to
the new FICLBS, the amount of shares of the new FICLBS should be con-
verted based on the real current or market value of the total assets of the old
FIEs, rather than the old amount of registered capital. 22 Meanwhile, the
amounts of the shares owned by both Chinese and foreign parties must be
"' Id. art. 18.
19 See Provisional Regulations on Several Issues, supra note 1, art. 15.
120 See Company Law, supra note 11, art. 100.
21 See Provisional Regulations on Several Issues, supra note 1, art. 17.
122 See Company Law, supra note 11, art. 99.
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separately and clearly calculated.'2 3 The purposes of these provisions are:
(1) to avoid overvaluation of the assets of the original FIEs because that
would expose investors to unreasonable risk from lack of capitalization and
indirectly reduce the required amount of investment that both Chinese and
foreign investors should provide, and (2) to prevent the proportion of the
capital owned by the foreign investing party from being artificially raised,
which would reduce the investment amount that foreign investors should
pay in.
124
Will the favorable government policy for the new FICLBS be re-
scinded if it arises out of an original FIE? No, it will not.'2 The reason is
that FICLBS are basically one kind of FIEs in China. The favorable policy
is on account of foreign investment, not on account of what kind of compa-
nies they are.
VII. THE MOST RECENT DEVELOPMENTS OF FICLBS
A. Use of FICLBS from 1996 to 1999
Based on statistics of the Chinese government, we can see the devel-
opment of FICLBS in recent years. In 1997, six FICLBS were established,
the amount of contractual foreign investment was USD 144 million, and the
amount of actual foreign investment was USD 288 million.126 In compari-
son, 9,046 Sino-foreign equity joint ventures, 2,371 Sino-foreign coopera-
tive joint ventures and 9,604 wholly foreign-owned enterprises were
established; their total amount of contractual foreign investment was about
USD 51 billion and actual foreign investment was about USD 45 billion.1
27
In 1998, nine FICLBS were established, the amount of contractual for-
eign investment was about USD 1 billion, the amount of actual foreign in-
vestment was USD 603 million) 28 In comparison, 8,146 Sino-foreign
equity joint ventures, 2,010 Sino-foreign cooperative joint ventures and
9,674 wholly foreign-owned enterprises were established; their total amount
of contractual foreign investment was about USD 31 billion and actual for-
eign investment was about USD 45 billion.1
2 9
In 1999, when three FICLBS were established, the amount of contrac-
tual foreign investment was USD 103 million, the amount of actual foreign
'23 See id. art. 100.
124 See Peifeng Li & Lixin Xun, The Questions Regarding the Transforming Foreign In-
vestment Enterprises, 2 INT'LECON. COOPERATION 55 (1996).
125 See Provisional Regulations on Several Issues, supra note 1, art. 26.






investment was USD 292 million.130 In comparison, 7,065 Sino-foreign eq-
uity joint ventures, 1,654 Sino-foreign cooperative joint ventures and 8,370
wholly foreign-owned enterprises were established; their total amount of
contractual foreign investment was about USD 41 billion and actual foreign
investment was about USD 40 billion.
13 1
B. FICLBS Trend To The Future
The above statistics show three aspects of the current status of the
FICLBS. First, they are new projects to both Chinese and foreign investors
because of their obvious limited quantity to date. Second, they are national
security projects that satisfy China's important needs. They needed to be
approved by the national administrative authority rather than regional or lo-
cal authorities, and they needed extra examination and approval from the
national security authority than other types of FIEs. Third, they are larger
investment projects. The average amount of contractual foreign investment
for the FICLBS is USD 87.6 million per project (in the past three years),
which is approximate 41.27 times larger than the average amount of con-
tractual foreign investment for the other three types of FIEs during the same
period (USD 2.1 million per project). Therefore, the FICLBS are going in
the direction of western type of public stock companies with major interna-
tional investment.
The legislation of the FICLBS represents a giant step forward in
China's effort to establish a foreign investment legal framework approach-
ing the western model. Nevertheless, due to the legislation's weaknesses
and national characteristics there is significant need for improvement. Chi-
nese FICLBS may in time present very attractive opportunities for foreign
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